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Summary 

This book is a report of archa巴ologicalinvestigations conducted at 

the site of Zut6，頭塔 aNara Period (710-794) earthen stupa. It is located 

in Nara City， approximately one kilometer south of the T6dai-ji東大寺

Buddhist temple. It is an earthen mound， with the surface paved with 

stone slabs and roofed with tiles. Ten times of archaeological excava-

tions were conducted by staff of the N ara N ational Cultural Properties 

Research Institute from 1978 to 1998， prior to restoring the stupa to its 

original condition. While previous research into historic sources sug-

gests that Zut6 was constructed by Priest 五cchu実忠(?-?) of T6dai-ji in 

767， the excavations revealed two stratigraphically overlapping features 

of stupas， which suggests that the construction of Zut6 took place twice 

It has also become cl巴arthat a Kofun Period burial mound was de 

stroyed in the proc巴ssof the construction of Zutδ 

A. Overview 

Zut6 consisted of the top “stupa" portion and the foundation plat-

form. It was quadrangular in morphology. The stupa in the upper stra-

tum (hereafter Phase B) had a s巴v巴n-storystructure; i.e. it had seven 

terraces that were paved with stones and seven stone walls. A total of 

eleven ston巴 imagesof Buddha were placed on each directional face of 

the stupa， forty-four all together for the four directions. On the first 

(lowest) terrace were five stone images of Buddha in each direction， 

three on the third terrace， two on the fifth terrace， and one on the high-

巴st，seventh terrace. The stupa in the lower stratum (hereafter Phase A) 

was a three-story structure. Each story had a stone wall， but it remains 

uncertain whether each terrace was paved with ston巴s.

B. Structure of Zuto and its temporal change 

Phase A Zuto: The Phase A Zut6 was badly disturbed during the 

construction of the Phase B Zutδ， but may be reconstructed to a three-

story stupa. We speculate that the construction of this Zut6 was once 

completed. 

The Phase A Zut6 had serious structural deficiency. For example， 

both the foundation platform and stupa itself were not square in plane. 

Rather， they were trapezoidal， with the north side wider than the south 

side. Each side of the stupa at its base was not straight. The top of the 

foundation platform was not level and horizontal， but inclined or tilted. 

The orientation of the platform and that of the stupa did not match， 

either. Therefore， the measurements of the various portions of this 

phase of Zut6 varied from part to part. The length of a side of the foun-
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dation platform was 31.8 to 33.0 meters， a side of白efirst story of the 

stupa from 20.2 to 21.75， the second story from 13.2 to 14.3， and the 

height of th巴 foundationplatform from 1.0 to 1.6 meters. The original 

plan was to situate the stone wall of the second story and that of the 

third story upon the two hypothetical lines dividing the length between 

the center of the stupa and the stone wall of the first terrace into three 

equal segments. The height of the first story was 3.45 meters. The 

height of the stone wall of the first story was approximately 2.35 meters 

We speculate that the terrace of the first story was adopted with a roof 

at a gradient of 30%， with rooftiles. A large niche where an image of 

Buddha must have been placed was discovered at the center of the east 

face. No other actual images of Buddha have been discovered for the 

Phase A Zuto 

Phase B Zuto: The foundation platform for the Phase A Zuto re. 

mained to be used. The Phase A stupa portion was， however， pretty 

much destroyed in the process of the construction of the Phase B Zuto. 

The Phase B stupa portion was considerably expanded. The possible 

r巴asonsfor this re.construction were: 1) to correct structural deficien. 

cies of the Phase A Zuto; to re.model the stupa portion into a seven-

story structure from a three-story one， thereby lowering the height of 

the stone wall of each story; and 3) to increase the number of Buddha 

images that were to be placed in each story. Still， the structural defi-

clencles w巴renot fully corrected， and the following problems remained. 

The plan of the stupa was rectangular with four different side length， 

the stone walls of the same story were not parallel， and the foundation 

platform and the pavement of each story was tilted in the direction of 

the stone wall. 

The 1巴ngthof each side of the stupa portion was between 24.2 and 

24.8 meters， and the height of Zuto was approximat巴lyeight meters 

The original plan for th巴 entirestupa was: the stone walls for the third， 

fifth， and seventh stories should be placed on the hypothetical lines that 

divide the length between the stone wall on the first story and the cen-

tral axis of the stupa into four equal segments; the stone walls for the 

second， fourth， and sixth stories should be placed on the hypothetical 

lines that divide the space between the stone walls of the lower story 

and upper story into 2 : 3. The width of the stone pavement and degrees 

of gradient clearly correlated to each other. The stone pavements on the 

o 
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suggests to us that rooftil巴swere only adopted to cover stories of to the 

odd numb巴rs.On the summit of the stupa was， we presume， wooden one. 

story stupa roofed with tiles. Underground of the summit was a base 

stone， on which the central pillar of the presumed wooden structure 

stood. On each story of th巴PhaseB Zuto were several stone Buddha im-

ages. We presume that five on each face of the first story， three on each 

face of the third story， two on each face of the fifth story， and one on 

each face of the seventh story， forty-four in total. 

As to the dates of the construction of the Phase A and Phase B 

Zuto， several clues are at our disposal. First， our excavations revealed 

that a Kofun Period tumulus was destroyed during the construction of 

the Phase A Zuto. In the“Zo Nan-ji Sho Ge" ('造南寺所解J Notes on 

the Construction of Buddhist Temples in Nara， a document kept in the 

Shosoin正倉院 Treasuryat Todai-ji) was an article that described the 

destruction of a Kofun Period tumulus in 760 A.D. If this description 

was indeed for the construction of the Phase A Zuto， it is then possible 

to suspect that the construction took place in 760. Re-modeling of this 

Zuto into the Phase B one probably start巴daround 765. The project 

completed in 767， as clearly recorded in the Ti5dai-ji Yi5ro初 (r東大寺要

録~ Major Records of th巴 Todai-jiBuddhist Temple) and the Ti5dai-ji 

Betti5 Shidai (r東大寺別当次第~ Order of the Todai-ji Betto). 

Zuto after the 780's: At some point in the 780's， a lightening hit 

Zuto， and the wooden structure on the summit burned down and was 

lost. Therefore， the central pillar for the structure was pull巴dout. Then， 

tied groups of coins and amber beads were offered to the pit resulting 

from pulling out the central pillar， rituals were conducted on the summit， 

and everything was buried in the pit. In the late 790's or the beginning 

of the ninth century， coins were buri巴dagain， and a land-breaking ritual 

was conducted on the summit， prior to the erection of a thirteen-story， 

hexagonal tuff pagoda on the summit. After that， roofs with tiles and 

stone walls of some stories of this Zuto began to collapse， and stone im-

ages of Buddha began to expose themselves. In the Shichidaiji Junrei 

Shiki (r七大寺巡礼私記~ Personal Notes of Pilgrimage to the Seven 

Great Temples in N ara) dated to the lat巴 twelfthcentury， Zuto was re-

corded as a “thirteen-story big tomb，" and probably this record de-

scribes such a condition of Zuto at that time. 

In the late eleventh century， memo 
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After the fourteenth century， the eastern face of the foundation 

platform was modified. During the Tokugawa Period (1600-1868)， the 

ownership of Zuto was transferred from the Kensho-in賢聖院 ofKofuku 

ji to the Jotoku.ji常徳寺 templeof the Nichiren日蓮 sect.Zuto b巴came

a subsidiary temple of Jotoku・ji.lt was also around this time that the 

southeastern corner and southwestern corner were partially destroyed 

Since the beginning of the Meiji Period (in the 1870's)， Zuto has been a 

national property 

C. Historical background of the erection of Zuto; origins of Zuto 

ldeological and religious basis of the construction of the Phase B Zuto: 

Twenty苧 sevenstone images of Buddha have been discovered at Zuto 

Their stylistic analysis suggests that the ideological basis of Zuto was 

mainly Buddhavatamsaka.nama-mahavaipulya Sutra 華厳経 (Kegon

Kyo)， and also incorporates some Saddharma.pundarika Sutra法華経

(Hoke Kyo). Since Zuto was auxiliary to Todai.ji， it is possible to imag-

ine that the ideological and religious basis of the construction of Zuto 

was Buddhavatamsaka.nama.mahavaipulya Sutra， which was also the 

ideological and religious foundation for the erection of the colossal im-

age of Buddha Vairocana at Todai.ji. Then， a question remains why the 

ideas of Saddharma.pundarika Sutra were incorporated. A hypothesis 

gains support that a tendency existed in the 750's not to distinguish 

Buddhavatamsaka.nama-mahavaipulya Sutra and Fanwang Sutra党網

経 (BonmoKyo) cieariy. This tendency may be apparent in the observa. 

tion that illustrations based on the ideas of the Bonmo Sutra were en-

graved to lotus leaves that constitut巴da part of the seat where the Bud 

dha Vairocana sat. It is also possible that the ideas of the Tendai天台

Sect were respected at that time 

This tendency was probably a result of a visit to N ara by Chinese 

Priest Jianzhen鑑異 (688-763)in 754. He brought Japan numerous texts， 

inciuding the Tendai Hokke Sandaibu (W天台法華三大部~ Three great 

books related to Saddharma-pundarika Sutra， writt巴nand compiled by 

Zhiyi智旗).Researchers hypothesize that， at the occasion of Jianzhen 

founding a Buddhist ordination platform at Todai-ji， the fusion of vi. 

naya and Buddhavatamsaka.nama.mahavaipulya d巴velopedinto th巴

unity of the Tendai Sect and Buddhavatamsaka.nama.mahavaipulya. 

On the top of the ordination platform at Todai.ji was a ranta-stupa 

where both Prabhutarantna Tathagata and Buddha seated. A similar 

emphasis of the ideas of Saddharma-pundarika Sutra at th巴 Phas巴 B

Zuto was probably a result of this tendency at Todai.ji; it is likely that 

both Roben良弁 (689-773)and 五cchuadopted the overall trend of the 
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religious community in Nara at that time 

Historical background of the construction of the Phase B Zuto: After 

the death of Empress Dowager Komyo光明 (b.701) in 760， political divi. 

sions between the party of Fujiwara no Nakamaro藤原仲麻呂 (706.764)

and Emperor J unnin淳仁 (733.765)and the party of Retired Empress 

Koken孝謙(718-770)and Priest Dokyo道鏡(?ー772)became apparent. 

Priests Roben and other priests at Todai-ji joined the anti-Nakamaro 

party. At the time of Nakamaro's rebellion， Priests Ankan安寛(?ー?)， Jic-

chu， and others sided with the party of Dokyo. Aft巴rthe rebellion， 

Priest Jicchu produced a model case for a small temple-complex to 

stor巴 onemillion miniature pagodas. We support a hypothesis here that 

the construction of the uppsr stratum Zuto was an outcome of the same 

intention as to produce one million miniature pagodas and to build a 

monastery to house them. These projects were carri巴dout in prayer for 

the tranquility of the imperial court， prolong巴dIife of the empress who 

did not have an h巴ir，and the national security. 

Questions still remain to be considered: First， what made it neces-

sary to attach the ideological significance discussed above to the Phase 

B Zutδ? Although the Phase B Zuto was a re-modification of the Phas巴

A Zuto， the possibility remains that the physical structure of and ideo司

logical significance attached to the two phases of Zuto are distinctive. 

The re-modification might represent an act that Zutδwas repainted 

with the current religious ideology that was dominant at Todai-ji. 

Secondly， why was it necessary to reconstruct nearly the entire 

structure of Zuto， rather than simple re-modification? The Phase A Zuto 

had numerous structural deficiencies， and was poorly construct巴d.It is 

likely that the poor structure resulted in serious troubles soon after the 

completion， such as the collaps巴 ofstone walls that were too high. The 

reconstruction of Zuto may be interpreted the same as Priest Jicchu's 

other achievements of making up the poor works of the Zo-Todai-ji Shi 

(造東大寺司Bureauof the Todai-ji Construction) that reduced and d巴

creased the function and motivation of the Todai-ji construction 

Historical background of the construction of the Phase A Zuto: We 

propose a hypothesis that the Phase A Zutδwas founded by Empress 

Shotoku称徳 (RetiredEmpress Kokon enthroned again) in prayer for 

the recovery from iIIness of the Empress Dowager Kδmyo， who was 

c10sely involved 
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this Zuto was， in terms of the direction， closely related to th巴 locations

of both Todai-ji and Shin-Yakushi-ji. Another line of evidence gives sup-

port to our hypothesis; the Phase A Zuto was not or could not be de-

stroyed when Pri巴stJicchu constructed the Phase B Zuto. Since Jicchu 

sided with the party of Priest Dokyo and Empress Shotoku， it is incon-

ceivable that Jicchu would destroy facilities original!y built by Empress 

Shotoku. 

Stylistiic origins and genealogy of Zu筒 Adominant hypothesis is 

that Zuto could be traced back to the south Asian origins. However， we 

would argue that the origins were Chinese pagoda constructed with tiles 

Our hypothesis is bas巴don the fol!owing lines of evidence: the m巴thod

of construction featured by piling up materials rather than assembling 

frames; eaves not jotting out of the roofs; and， each story setting back 

from the lower story. Al! these three are of Chinese origins. It is possi-

ble that this style was adopted in lieu of a tal!， wooden pagoda， in order 

to emphasize Chinese taste. 
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